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REVIEWS

Word cloud

T HIS VISUALIZAT ION REVEALS WHAT  EMOT IONS AND KEY T HEMES T HE REVIEWERS MENT IONED MOST  OFT EN IN T HE REVIEWS. T HE LARGER
T HE WORD T HE MORE IT  WAS USED BY T HE REVIEWERS WHEN DESCRIBING T HE T RACK.

beat rhythm instruments pretty flow powerful strong cool lyrics

melody slow movie vibe intro instrumental love guitar piano scifi

wonderful electric quality chimes beginning interesting

“The non vocal introduction here really gives a sincere sense of satisfaction for the listening body. The flow of the different
non vocal instruments and electronic sound effects really jam up this song platform with an organised conglomerate of
sounds. Great job; the flow of the different elements is smooth and appeasing to the auditory palate; though there is a lot
going on, there is not too much to where the mind feels like "INFORMATION OVERLOAD."”

“The start of the song sounds like a commercial to me. Some of the beats and tones sound off beat at the beginning of the
song too. It almost sounds like you are trying to do a mix of the beat in a way. The song is very generic and plan to me. Try to
mix it up more in the song to make the song come alive more.”

“This is one of my all time favorites!! I love the piano and guitar thats playing. Then how the drums come in very softly in the
background. I like how its soft to loud and how the tempo picks up in the middle. It really makes me relaxed and I just want
to fall asleep listening to all the instruments playing”

“Here Is another motivational sound. What makes this song a little more Interesting Is that It sounds like the beginning to
the Japanese version of Dragonball. It has that sound that feels kind of old but at the same time the quality Is pretty good. It
generates more of that powerful and divine feeling and It gets even better as the build up goes on. You can feel the intensity
of It and It doesn't even have to force any powerful sounds. I love how the Instruments fall Into place and give this song
more of a strong form to It. While this Is good already, I think vocals and lyrics would have been outstanding for this. By
listening closely to this song, you can even see the parts where some of the words would go which Is pretty Interesting. This
Instrumental as a whole I feel can still hold It 's own. It sounds like something that would be In a movie or a commercial so It
has that level of seriousness to It. I think a lot of people will come to like this sound and even get Inspired by It like I did. The
high pitch of the song and the motivation never runs out and that 's what keeps an Instrumental on It 's feet. My final score
for this song Is a 7 out of 10. I feel that this song will have a great future and a lot of people will mainly appreciate It due to
to the depth that It has and how It changes up It 's sounds to become even more solid.”



“The melody has a little chord rhythm to it that gets bigger as the melody goes on. The rhythm gets fuller with sound but also
with instrument too. There is no vocals or lyrics with this song, but that is ok. The artist does a good job of putting
instruments together in order to create a big harmony between everything.”

“The electric sound is wonderful in the beginning until it 's mixed with what sounds like a 1980's synth patch. The rhythmic line
is steady, but unimaginative. Overall, the song needs work. There's no vocals to distract from these errors, and no major
change in the song for at least a minute. Unless you're trying to relive the glory days of 'Top Gun' I wouldn't recommend.”

“A cool introduction but it gets a little long when you are waiting for something to happen. An interesting use of the
instruments in the song and very cool sounds. The rythem is very good and the chimes make is sound cool. And great use of
piano and electric guitar. I think I could listen to this song a few times. It is fairly good.”

“The start of this song actually really does remind me of Lana Del Rey before it goes into the chimes in the beat. This song
now sounds like another great movie score. Could be used in a sports movie where the under dogs are trying to make their
comeback. This song just has that last fighting chance type of feel to it.”

“Wonderful song, soft and hard. I truly feel like im in wonderland the only thing is that I sense( hear) A bit of not very pleasant
gaps between note transitions, but in genral it is a good song. I wonder if it would sound better if it was a little slower! Give
that a shot? Or maybe a bit faster! Good job guys”

“The melody is memorable and original, it is also soundtrack-like. Starts out as dramatic but it switches to a combination of
cheerful and sci-fi tense melody.It would be perfect for a scene in a sci-fi movie or show. Instrumental combination makes it
memorable, engaging and atmospheric, and the rhythm is very consistent, with occasional peaks that make it avoid being
unoriginal and boring. Very good quality of sound.”

“Nice building intro but then slacks off into some very piano mix. Very new agey and reminiscent of the Europe song "Final
Countdown". Again it 's missing a sold vocal track but the mix is dynamic and solid with too many flaws. The guitar could have
had more oomph when it came in it was kinda burried underneath the rest of the instruments.”

“This is an engaging tune that begins with a flow that is charming. It has a great vibe that is seductive as it goes. The
arrangement of the music is as a studio recorded sound that is on point. I like the overall sound of the music in a way that is
charming. It is stimulating in a music therapy kind of way. Great instrumental track. The rock variety contrast well with the
calmer portions of the song.”

“This song has a very lighthearted feeling to it with a very infectious guitar. I like the tempo and how it touches right on the
level of high paced by it 's a slight notch below being overly fast. I like the melody that the guitar provides. The other
elements of the instrumental are blended very well and provide a wonderful melody.”

“This has a distinctive sound to it and it oozes with quality. I like the way it climbs and gets better by every passing second.
The guitar and piano sound great in this the whole song has been put together very well and has had allot of thought go into
it. Its very impressive I think it would have taken allot of time and patience to put a wonderful piece of music together such
as this. It is just truly remarkable it has to be one of the finest instrumentals that I have heard in a while. This really does have
good potential and I can see it being a score for a block buster film. Very well done”

“The song is pretty good and sounds well rounded. If you are into casual music and relaxing, than this is your song. The
melody is cool and I like the style of music that it shows. The instruments are really well approached and orchestrated in their
presentation. The artist did a good job performing this song.”



“The beginning if the song has a slow and powerful build up to it. You can hear the horns and the strong sound of the guitar. I
think that adding some wind chimes would make it sound a little better. I like how the instrumental changed and got
stronger after a while. The guitar got louder and had a more vibrant and free sound, then you can hear the drum roll and the
piano begins to play at a happier melody. This song just has a lot of aspects that make it really powerful and has it 's
emotions. I see the colors yellow, red, purple, and a bunch of other vibrant colors just floating around when I her this song.”

“The intro sounds like the beginning to a Sci-Fi movie. Melodies and rhythm is complete. Vocals and lyrics need more space.
Vibe and beta is following a long. The instruments are gliding by. The artist knows that he will have plenty of other chances to
become a great musician if this song fails.”

“Has a very quiet, Earthy tone to the beginning before the music picks it up. Very slow, calming beat that would be great for
meditation. Or the beginning of a great rock love song that will go down in time as a classic. I keep expecting vocals to come
in but they never do, kind of disappointing.”

“This song begins with a strong, edgy intro. Once the music picks up, it turns into a powerful melody. I did not hear any vocals
or lyrics so I cannot comment on that. But the rest of the song sounds great. I love the combination of instruments used. The
electric guitar gives this an especially cool, almost magical vibe. I really liked this one! I'd love to hear more of this artist.”

“The beginning sounds like something that you will here in a scary movie, then it slowly starts to change into something you
would be listening to running through a fields of flowers, and then it changes again. it isn't good to keep changing the music
too much because then it just sounds like a whole bunch of sounds mashed up together. the bass should be softened a bit
more and not so deep and heavy.”



OVERALL TRACK RATING
T HIS IS T HE OVERALL RAT ING FOR T HE T RACK AS CALCULAT ED FROM T HE
WEIGHT ED AVERAGE OF ALL T HE REVIEWERS' RAT INGS. T HIS SIMPLY
MEASURES HOW "GOOD" T HE T RACK IS OVERALL (NOT  NECESSARILY
MARKET  POT ENT IAL).

LOOK FOR A MINIMUM OF 7.0 T O INDICAT E A HIGH QUALIT Y T RACK

7.0/ 10

1) DIVERSIT Y OF OPINION: A SAMPLE GROUP OF REVIEWERS WIT H
MANY DIFFERENT  POINT S OF VIEW MAKES BET T ER DECISIONS
T HAN ONE WHERE EVERYONE HAS T HE SAME INFORMAT ION.

2) INDEPENDENCE: T HE REVIEWERS' OPINIONS ARE NOT
INFLUENCED BY OT HERS.

3) DECENT RALIZ AT ION: ANSWERS ARE GIVEN BY INDIVIDUAL
REVIEWERS BASED ON T HEIR OWN LOCAL AND SPECIFIC
KNOWLEDGE RAT HER T HAN BY A CENT RAL PERSON.

4) AGGREGAT ION: T HERE IS A WAY OF ACCURAT ELY MEASURING
T HE SAMPLE GROUP'S COLLECT IVE ANSWER.

WISDOM OF CROWDS
WISDOM OF CROWDS IS A PROVEN MET HODOLOGY T HAT  LARGE GROUPS OF ORDINARY PEOPLE ORGANIZ ED UNDER T HE RIGHT  CONDIT IONS (A "SMART
CROWD"), OUT PERFORM SMALL GROUPS OF EXPERT S IN MAKING DECISIONS AND PREDICT IONS. IT  IS NOT  NEW. IT  IS T HE SCIENCE BEHIND GOOGLE
AND DECISION-MAKING IN SOME OF T HE LARGEST  COMPANIES IN T HE WORLD. IT  HAS BEEN PROVEN T IME AND AGAIN T HAT  COLLECT IVE WISDOM
SURPASSES T HE EXPERT S. IT  ALSO MEANS T HAT  WE CAN GUARANT EE 95% ACCURACY IN T RACK RAT INGS.

T HE 4 CONDIT IONS REQUIRED T O FORM A "SMART  CROWD" T HAT  DELIVERS AN ACCURAT E REVIEW ARE:


